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Breathe. J 

Good evening! This is Bobbi Palmer, and Welcome to: “5 Easy Ways 

to Have Fun Meeting Men...and Meet The One?” It's a warm evening 

here in Long Beach, California. My husband Larry is here tonight to 

fight off any technology demons...and my assistant Nancy is also 

here to help me support you and answer some of your questions.   

I am SO happy that you joined me tonight! 

If you're over 40...and you're single and DON'T want to be, you are 

in the right place.  

If you're READY for a real and meaningful connection with a man 

who makes you feel understood and special and beautiful...AND 

ALSO happens to be someone you can COUNT ON...you know...a 

GROWNUP man?... then you're definitely in the right place! 

And...If You're ready to change your “T-O-O’s” (you know...I’m too 

smart, too independent, too old, too late…) into the “T-W-O” of your 

dreams – a Grownup love story between you and your guy – then 

settle in... because this is for you.  

Again, if you just joined us, My name is Bobbi Palmer, and I'm THE 

dating and relationship coach for women over 40. I help smart, 

accomplished, loving women who are in the prime of their lives (like 

you), take control of your love life the same way you do in the rest of 

your life. 
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I’m the Founder and CEO of Date Like a Grownup and Creator of The 

Six Step Find Hope and Find Him System.  

What I'm going to share with you tonight is a small part of what I 

teach in Step 4 of my Six Step System. I call that step Casting the 

Net: Where is He and How Do I Meet him? It’s what every single 

woman wants to know, right?  

Here’s what you're going to get from me tonight: 

• Have fresh, FUN ideas for where you can meet grownup, 
available men. 

• Finally see the ABUNDANCE OF MEN around you, and know 
exactly how to pick the ones with great potential.  

• Know the easy, classy way to strike up a meaningful 
conversation with any man you choose. (Yes, you can BE THE 
PICKER...I'm showing you how!) 

• The one short sentence that will lead you to GOOD DATES 
WITH GOOD MEN...and eventually The One!  

 

And you’ll want to stick around until the end. At the end of the call I'm 

going to  be answering some questions – so if you have questions 

that have to do with meeting men and getting dates, enter  them 

during the webinar. I'll answer as many as I can.  Also, if you want to 

go further and join me, stay here until the end. I'm going to tell you 

about my juicy program that gives you A-Z coaching – all you need to 

meet WAYYY more men – I'm talking about quality grownup men --  

AND show you how to date in a way that leads you directly to love – 

instead of frustration and disappointment. I'd love to tell you how I 
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can support you and help you move from not dating or dating ‘badly’ 

to being totally in charge of your love life...and finally finding your 

One. Stick around for that.   

 

 

• What this IS / ISN'T  
ISN'T  about  

• how to hunt single wherever you opposite.  

Tonight is about helping you rid yourself of the notion that talking to 

men is so different than women.  

STORY: Yesterday I was in Macys trying to decide what scarf to buy 

and asked the woman next to me her opinion. Did she like the orange 

one or the blue one with tassels? We had a really nice conversation – 

for maybe 5 minutes. I learned that she had two kids in college and I 

told her that I was The founder of Date Like a Grownup...it was nice.  

You've done that, right? Probably relatively often.  

So why can't you just do that with men? That’s what this webinar is all 

about.   

Yah, you were probably told decades ago that women don't approach 

men, blah blah blah. And maybe the thought of doing this makes you 

feel anxious...and vulnerable.  

But after you learn what I’m going to teach you tonight, you will see 

that, not only is it easy to have great conversations with men 

everywhere and anywhere...it’s fun, and liberating...AND it can lead 

to pretty good dates.  

Look: If you want to love and be loved...if you want to be in a 
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relationship...it all starts with this: Being able to meet and make 

connections with a bunch of men.  Yes...a BUNCH of men. That’s the 

reality and I know you know that. 

This is easier for some women than others. If you consider yourself 

shy or an introvert...making connections with men who are strangers 

will be a big stretch for you.  

Even for me it was a challenge. You can probably tell that I’m the 

type that will talk to anyone . But when I was single, I talked to men 

all over the place, but never with a conscious thought that – oh, 

maybe I can get  date with this guy.  

• ALSO ISN'T ABOUT 

• Using scripts or catch phrases 

I’m not giving you some kitschy technique to snag men. yes, 

I do give scripts on how to strike up conversations with men in 

my upcoming course, but tonight I'll give you some easy, 

general ways to approach new men...ways that you can tweak 

and make REAL and comfortable for you  

• Asking you to do anything against your better judgment 

I want to stretch you! I want to move you outside your comfort 

zone because staying there won't get you what you want. I lived 

there for a long time, and I was unhappily single for a long time!  

But we’re all different. I want you to try what I’m teaching, but if 

you are nervous, or still feel very uncomfortable, just consider 

what I'm sharing and, again, make it your own.  

 

What it is IS  
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• about creating some new life NEW EXPERIENCES  

• Learning more about yourself and men 

• opening your eyes to opportunities (you may be missing) 

• Making human connections with MEN – just adding that to your 

every day life 

• Getting practice  

• Maybe...meeting The One  

 
 

 

 

In the next 75 minutes, I’m going to give EVERYTHING I can about 

WHERE your potential Mr. Right might be hanging out, how to SPOT 

potential Mr Rights, AND how to get his attention and connect with 

him when you're in the same room.  

 

My story... 

You know...I’ve been learning, studying, and transforming other 

women’s love lives for many years now, after I did it for myself in 

2006 when I became a first time bride at age 47.  

 

 

 

I’m going to pour out a lot of information to you now, but I can only 

give you so much in 75 or so minutes! For Some of you, the 

information I give tonight will be exactly what you need to get out 
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there and meet and attract some great guys.  

For others, you may be ready to go DEEPER and learn more with 

me, so AGAIN I'll sure to let you know at the end of this 
presentation how you can do that. 

 

OK – Let’s talk about the 5 Easy Ways to Have Fun Meeting 
Men  

The truth is that men are everywhere and anywhere – really good 

men – but it takes some work and some skill in order to meet them. I 

guarantee that you’ve missed tons of opportunities in the past 

because you just haven't said “hi” or haven't shown him you're 

interested. So tonight I’m going to tell you places to show up, but 

more importantly, I’m going to tell you exactly what to DO when you 

get there to attract and connect with those confident, attractive, high 

quality men you’re looking to meet.  

So first There are specific skills and tips I’m going to give you, but first 

lets talk about the VERY Basics of how you can meet men wherever 

you go:  

1. Have a great life. 

2. Know what you want and be the woman who attracts that man.   

3. Set out to learn and have fun. 

4. Have realistic expectations. 
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5. Be hopeful, but not necessarily for one event or one particular 

date. 

6. Dress with confidence and femininity. 

7. Know some conversation starters, but remember “hi” works great. 

8. Plan to be open; don't be a fault finder. 

 

Okay, Here is #1 of 5 Easy Ways to Have Fun Meeting Men -- Put 
yourself out there.  
You know by now that he’s not going to come knocking on your door, 

unless you are into pizza delivery boys. So get your butt out in the 

world. And I’m not just talking about going to a place for dinner with 

your girlfriends. I’m talking about places where you have the 

opportunity to talk to people.  

And btw there is no one place single men are and some good coach 

has the key…they are out and about….everywhere just like women… 

You know the obligatory list, but here are a few you may not have 

heard of: 

—-Go to the grocery store at 7 pm. That’s when the guys who have 

been working 12 hour days getting their potato and piece of meat so 

they can rush home and make a quick dinner. And you do want a 

hard working guy, right? 

—-The dog park (whether you have a dog or not!) 
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—-The Car wash 

—-Meetup groups. They are all over the country and the beauty is 

you can go alone - in fact you should go alone. If you want to meet 

men, go to things like Poker Clubs (Jeanine- started with a poker 

Meetup....  

—-Google — Find local events: where the boys are, beer tasting, 

wine tasting, golf, sailing...only if it interests you…and if you don’t 

know how to do it all the better.  

—-Singles Events:  Match.com stir events. Gotta be a member. My 

clients have had good success. They group by age.   

—- This really isn't a place, but one of a few examples in your list that 

maybe you haven't thought of: Call a man who “got away” or that you 

have thought about seeing again. Elizabeth’s Story. 

—- Here’s a big one that we’re talked about: Eat or drink alone at the 

counter. — next step Jeanine took 

__ Take golf lessons 

__Go to The driving range 

__Whiskey/Bourbon/Tequila tastings 

__Cigar Bars (if you don’t mind that kind of thing) 
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You may not meet The One in these places, but it is great 

practice…and unless you’re already consistently meeting single men 

and having conversations with them…you need to practice so when 

the great guys come your way you’ll be able to make real 

connections!  

Like I said, it’s not enough just to have ideas about where single men 

may hang out. Let’s face it: How many times have you been in a 

place where there are single men and you haven’t talked to any of 

them?    

If the thought of actually doing these things makes you nervous, I 

understand. Like with Jeanine, many of us need to do some work 

leading up to being able to feel the confidence to our yourself out 

there like this. I'll tell you more about how you can build that 

confidence later. 

Now…one more thing before I give you detailed tips and tools to help 

you actually MEET them when you are in their presence. 

Okay, Here is #2 – Recalibrate your radar     

I’m going to start by READing a passage from Marry Him, 

Settling for Mr Good Enough by Lori Gottlieb: 

The Husband Store A NEW STORE HAS OPENED. A HUBAND 

STORE! THERE’S A SIGN AT THE ENTRANCE: YOU MAY VISIT 

THE HUSBAND STORE ONLY ONCE. THERE ARE SIX FLOORS, 

AND THE VALUE OF THE PRODUCTS INCREASE ON EACH 
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SUCCESSIVE FLOOR. THE SHOPPER CAN CHOOSE ANY ITEM 

FROM A PARTICULAR FLOOR, OR GO UP TO SHOP ON THE 

NEXT FLOOR, BUT SHE CANNOT GO BACK DOWN EXCEPT TO 

EXIT THE BUILDING.  

So, a woman goes into the store. On the first floor the sign on the 

door reads:  

FLOOR I— MEN WHO HAVE GOOD JOBS. “That’s nice,” she thinks, 

“but I want more.” So she continues upward, where the sign reads:  

FLOOR 2— MEN WHO HAVE GOOD JOBS AND LOVE KIDS. She’s 

intrigued, but continues to the third floor, where the sign reads:  

FLOOR 3— MEN WHO HAVE GOOD JOBS, LOVE KIDS, AND ARE 

EXTREMELY HANDSOME. “Wow,” she thinks, but feels compelled 

to keep going.  

FLOOR 4— MEN WHO HAVE GOOD JOBS, LOVE KIDS, ARE 

EXTREMELY HANDSOME, AND HELP EQUALLY WITH THE 

HOUSEWORK. “It can’t get better than this!” she exclaims. But then a 

voice inside her asks, “Or can it?” She goes up and reads the sign.  

FLOOR 5— MEN WHO HAVE GOOD JOBS, LOVE KIDS, ARE 

EXTREMELY HANDSOME, HELP EQUALLY WITH THE 

HOUSEWORK, AND HAVE A GREAT SENSE OF HUMOR. Having 

found what she’s looking for, she’s tempted to stay, but something 

propels her to the sixth floor, where the sign reads:  
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FLOOR 6— YOU ARE VISITOR 42,2I5,602 TO THIS FLOOR. 

THERE ARE NO MEN ON THIS FLOOR. THIS FLOOR ONLY 

EXISTS TO PROVE THAT WOMEN ARE IMPOSSIBLE TO 

PLEASE. THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT THE HUSBAND 

STORE.  

PLEASE NOTE: To avoid gender bias charges, the store’s owner 

opened a Wife Store right across the street. The first floor has wives 

who Love Sex. The second floor has wives who Love Sex and Are 

Kind. The third floor has wives who Love Sex, Are Kind, and Like 

Sports. 

The fourth, fifth, and sixth floors have never been visited. 

-- 

DEBRIEF 

-- 

So are you looking for 9s and 10s? And what are you basing your 

choices on? Are you being picky or Discriminating? There is actually 

a big difference. We explore this deeply in my coaching program, 

because for most of us this is pretty ingrained, but I will give you the 

basics now. 

  

So lets say You go to one of these events, go to a party or are just 

out and about…and you see men all around you and none of them 
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interest you at first glance right? I’m here to remind you that you are 

likely missing a lot of really good men by just judging on looks. Think 

of your girlfriend’s husbands and how much you like them. Think of 

the men you know who you really like and you think having a guy like 

that would be great. I’ll bet you would never even say hi if you saw 

these same guys at an singles event.  

Be open to ANY man you have the opportunity to talk to! Start with 

the 6s or 7s!  If you are walking around waiting to only talk to 9s and 

10s, or just well-dressed men, or tall men or only men who will 

approach you, then good luck with that. It’s not real life.  

The real guys, the good guys, can be hiding behind a few inches 

shorter, a wrinkled shirt or a nose you think is too big. He could even 

be a little shy OR just too busy to notice you! So you have to do some 

of the work. 

So talk to anyone with an Attraction score of 6+- don’t just pay 

attention to the guys who look hot or who may look at you first. Often 

when a guy speaks he can become pretty cute. (and vice versa) 

Be open to any man, anywhere or you can miss some BIG 

opportunities. And get the PRACTICE so you can get that lunch date 

when the opportunity comes your way with the right guy.  

 

The 3rd Easy Way to Have Fun Meeting Men... 
So you're in a place with single men…now what? I want to you 
to know how to Get his attention! 
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The men you want – the smart, confident, interesting guys – they 

think a confident woman is HOT!  

So Showing up with confidence often means making the first move.  

I have a question from someone about making the 1ST MOVE. Here 

it is: The issue that may be most confusing for me is the issue of 

women making the first move, you say to do it to get grown up men, 

whereas other dating experts (for those likely under 40 perhaps), say 

guys are hunters and need the chase. But even you say not to send 

the text/make the call, let him do it. I'd like more direction here.   

Good question! Not 100% true for all guys, but most men do want to 

make the first move. But there are many many ‘moves’ when you're 

dating and courting! The men we love, love confident women. But the 

confidence I’m talking about is a feminine confidence. I talk about this 

a lot in Step 1 of my 6 Step System: that means being friendly, kind, 

comfortable with yourself as a fabulous, desirable woman. Not asking 

him out. I believe that’s still primarily his ‘job’... difference between 

asking him out and showing interest. I’m going to show you exactly 

how to show interest, but let him still take the lead.   

Now let’s talk about that. How do you attract and connect with a 

man?   

Pretty simple really: #4 First, Engage Him ! 
Remember I talked about how easy it is to talk to women? Well, 

he’s human...just happens to be a man. It’s not that different! 

The difference is really more in your head than in reality.  
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1. Smile and say "hi" or ask a simple question. What do you 

order here? Are you going hot or cold today? Do you have 

any idea how to pick a good mango? 

2. Be authentic, but put your best foot forward. 

3. Keep eye contact and smile.  

4. Find something you have in common and talk about it. 

5. Show soft confidence and help him get to know you by 

sharing about yourself. (NUGGETS)  

6. Use body language: make eye contact…then look down 

and then up. Be open: arms. Stand with feet parallel. Sitting: 

Cross your leg and shake your foot. Cross legs to create an 

opening not a boundary. Don't put something between you 

on table.  

And remember: Talk to any guy, but especially: anyone who talks to 

you/Shows interest no matter how old, what he looks like or if he has 

a ring on his finger. Talk to men who are Open and aware/engaged 

(rather than focused). 

Anyone…for practice. (have i mentioned that?) :)  

Let me stop for a minute: Are you feeling nervous about this? Listen: 

Yes, I’m giving you some he may know you’re interested…so what 

and what’s the worst that can happen? And if you don't start doing 
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this…you’ll be in same place. Being comfortable with doing this helps 

you big time on dates! You can see that right?  

I want to read you an email I received from Terri:  “Thanks to 

you I’ve been tapping into my feminine energy and men are 

LOOKING AT ME!  I'm now open to random conversations. 

I smile. I feel kinder and lighter.  On the bus  a guy 

complemented my hair. I thanked him, trying not to blush. 

(I'm a 40 yr old blusher!) Then, with my newly learned 

feminine energy and courage, I sweetly wished him a 

pleasant day. He thanked me and told me I was 

beautiful. ME! All because I changed the energy I put out 

there! Who knew?!? It’s so Fun!   

New experiences create new truth! I promise that when you start 

talking more to men — even just smiling at them — your whole 

experience with them will change! They will be open and friendly. you 

will see how it makes them feel good. You will start experiencing your 

feminine power! Just like Terri did.  

And the #5 easy way to have fun meeting men:  
Get him to Ask You Out (Closing the Deal) 

I know. This sounds really hard, Maybe scary. But again, it’s not 

that different. Trust me...Its just about being willing to put yourself 

out...just a little bit.  

You need to show him attention and flirt just a little...and always like 

a grownup.   
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1. Show interest in his interests. Find out what his likes and dislikes 

are and try to steer the conversation in that direction. Don’t 

pretend to be a fan of something just because you think it’ll make 

him like you better. At the same time, don’t shoot down his 

interests by saying something like “I HATE sports.” Seem 

genuinely interested and listen to what he has to say. And if you 

really hate something he likes, try to show humor and confidence 

by playfully but respectfully showing your difference. 

2.  Listen, but not too much. Again, help him get to know you. Even if 

you only have 8 minutes to talk to a guy, you can drop some nice 

nuggets in that amount of time. So be sure to talk about yourself but 

not in a “me-too” or “one-up” kind of way. Let him have his moment if 

he grabs one to brag. it means he likes you and is trying to impress 

you - not necessarily that he’s a jerk.  

3. Flatter with sincerity. Flirting is really about making a man feel 

special - it’s letting you know that you notice him. But It doesn’t have 

to be physical. Have you ever noticed that we use compliments to 

connect with other women? “I love your purse!” “Your job sounds 

amazing!” “You crack me up!” 

Why don’t you do that with men? You can tell him he has nice eyes, 

and he’ll appreciate it. But that won’t go so far as more substantive 

compliments. A confident, grownup good guy needs to hear more 

than you think he’s cute. 
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Once, the conversation progresses, tell him you agree with 

something he says; ask his opinion; let him suggest a book or 

restaurant; tell him you appreciate his jokes or that his business 
sounds interesting. Tell him you want to know more about 
something he’s interested in.  

And how about When you’re online? Sincere Complimenting is 

powerful!. pick something that stands out to you that the other 

thousands of women may not. Saying you like his dog is what every 

woman says. Telling him you like that he volunteers is what every 

woman says. I’m going to tell you a ton more about this if you chose 

to join me in my upcoming program.  

Instead, tell him you think it’s cool that he’s an engineer and ask him 

what he likes to create.  

Tell him you like his picture, but compliment him on taking the time to 

post such a good picture… 

Ladies this really is just being nice. And men don't compliment 
each other. They can only get it from us!  

Another way to flirt is to laugh at his jokes…or laugh with him. Men 

know that women are really turned on by men who have a good 

sense of humor, so if you think so let him know. But don't fake it.   

4. Use more body language 

Twirl your hair - Make it look subconscious and playful. 
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Touch – below the elbow is safe. Brush your shoulder or arm against 

his every now and then. Actions do speak louder than words. And all 

this will make him realize that you are interested in him. 

5. Be strategic. Notice when you will be forced to part and get in 

that conversation, sit in particular spot, time your exit. (again, It’s ok if 

he  knows you do.) 

6. Let him know that you're available.  Find a way to let him know 

that you are single and very much available. Try and weave it into 

general banter. Talk about things you do alone or with a girlfriend. 

“I’ve always wanted to go to that part of South America but I'm 

waiting for someone fabulous to travel with.”   

5. Clearly show your interest: "It was fun talking with you. It would 

be nice to do it again.” This is how you do it without taking the lead. 

And then…shhh.  

OK…so there you go. (Do quick review)  

Does this sound scary to you? It might. It’s putting yourself out there, 

right? Well, what’s the worst that can happen? He isn’t interested? 

Well, that can happen. And then you have a choice: you can feel 

rejected (by a man who hardly knows you) and let your gremlins get 

hold of you…OR you can feel really proud and empowered because 

you just helped a man feel great about himself and you've had the 

courage to show your confidence and your fabulousness. Just 

because this one guy doesn't get it, or doesn't followup with an offer, 

doesn't mean anything negative about you — unless you let it. It 
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really is YOUR choice. But when you tell ME that you've practiced 

this - even just one or two of the tips — but he didn't bite, I’m going to 

tell you Huge Congratulations! THIS is great practice and what it 

takes to get men’s attention. And eventually, ONE will be THE man 

you’ve been dreaming about. And that will be that.  

Here is an Exercise for you: I want you to clear out any fears around 

this right now. Write down the answers to these sentences:  

1. If I try to get a man’s attention or flirt a little, and he doesn't 

respond, what’s the worst that can happen?   

2. If I DON’T put myself out there and engage more with men, 

what’s the worst that can happen?   

  

Now here’s an extra: let’s talk about how to tell if He's 
interested. He’s interested when he: 

1. Smiles and makes eye contact. (Though he may look away 

initially if he's shy.) 

2. Shows interest in things you like and do. 

3. Asks you questions. 

4. Acts nervous. nervous laughter, sweaty palms, deep 

breaths, fidgeting, or possibly even looking away quickly 

when you notice if he is watching you are all good signs of 
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an attraction towards you and that he is nervous about 

making an impression on someone he likes. 

5. Tries to impress you. (Talks about himself a lot – don’t 

judge too harshly.)  

6. Checks your response to his jokes or opinions.   When he's 

around you and he says/does something funny and 

everyone around laughs, his eyes will flicker towards you for 

a second to see if you laughed, too. 

7. Touches you.  Lower back and thighs means he's hot for 

you. 

8.    Asks for your contact information. (As opposed to him 

giving you his.) 

 

It is the woman who chooses the man who will choose her.  

~~ Paul Geraldy 

 Bobbi's Tips: 

1. Give him time to shift attention if needed.  

2. Don't travel in packs. 

3. Be willing to approach men who are different than your 

usual type. 
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4. If he shows interest, give him more attention and interest. 

You're half way there! 

5. Learn from every experience – about men and about 

yourself. 

6. Be kind. To him and to yourself.  He may not be your prince 

but he's someone's. At minimum you'll help him feel good 

about himself and you about yourself for trying. 

 

 

 

Master Class Offer 

We only had a short time together …And there is so much I want you 

to know that I threw a lot at you in the time we had…...but I really 

wanted you to see tonight that there are very specific  

ATTITUDES, SKILLS and STRATEGIES  

that will guide you past the frustration and drama so you can take full 

advantage of the HUGE OPPORTUNITY that you have right in front 

of you  

to MEET and CONNECT WITH GOOD SINGLE MEN who are 

looking for the same thing as you. 

I know you want to find THE ONE, and you know that the first step is 

MEETING MEN.   
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I just love teaching you and helping you see how much POWER you 

have over this part of your life. Did you know in my former life I spent 

20+ years as an adult educator? I was a corporate trainer. While my 

subject matter over the years was far less personally satisfying than 

what I’m doing today, I always had a passion for teaching. 

Which is what I’m going to be doing big time starting September 22 

with my Date Like a Grownup Master Class. I’ve gotten so many 

requests for private coaching and, unfortunately, I’m not taking on 

any new clients through the end of this year. But I want to give you 

the tools tips and techniques I KNOW will help you find love. 

So I took 2 of my really popular and powerful self guided programs 

and combined them, along with a handful of other juicy products, into 

my Master Class. In addition, I know that you need accountability and 

personal support from me, so I am carving out 6 hours to give you 

live group coaching during the course of this class. 

I know what it’s like to either not be meeting any men ..or to be dating 

and feel that humiliation I used to feel, or like you’re flailing 

away....trying so hard but not sure of what you're doing wrong! It’s 

exhausting!   

I also know what it’s like to be meeting and dating men and feel 

confident, HOPEFUL, COMPETENT...and like I am no one’s 
victim....I’m in charge and doing the choosing.   
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I want that for you.  

What I have to teach you in this course can definitely lead you to a 

really GOOD man who is looking for the same things in life as you 

are. Like it did me and countless clients of mine. 

Let me give you the details. 

This is a 9-week program that includes self-paced recorded 

instruction from me AND 4 live question and answer sessions so 

many of you can get some laser coaching = a total of 6 hours. And if 

you can’t make it all live, you will have replays. Forever.  

We start Tuesday – September 22...I’m going to be supporting you 

right up until the holidays.  

I’m going to teach you the very best, most effective information that I 

have learned, developed and collected over the course of my single 

life AND career as a dating and relationship coach...about all aspects 

of online dating, and dating in a way that leads you to love. What I’m 

teaching you has been tested and proven by me and countless very 

happy women before you.  

And what I’m going to teach you is specifically designed and created 

for women in their 40s, 50s, 60s and beyond. We have some unique 

challenges and we want to meet GROWNUP men. What you need to 

know and be able to do is different than what a 20 or 30 year old 

needs to know and be able to do. And how you FEEL about yourself 

and about men could be very different too. I know that, and honor 

that distinction.    
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No matter where you are in your dating journey, this course will get 

you off the dime and off to a positive, productive, safe start.  If 

you’re not online or not dating at all right now this course gives you a 

step-by-step road map to get you started.  

If you are online and dating, taking this course will decrease the time 

you spend spinning your wheels questioning yourself at every move, 

decrease your time settling for dates with the wrong men, decrease 
your frustration with not meeting anyone, diminish the feelings of 

hopelessness, invisibility and fear of....well, all kinds of things....and 

increase your ability to meet and connect with more men...good men 

who are out there making the effort to eventually meet a good 

woman...like you.  

And, remember, you will have all of this information FOREVER. It will 

be there for you whenever you need it along your journey. 

Here is what you are going to learn in Date Like a Grownup Master 

Class:  

During the first half of your Master Class program you will learn to 

use online dating to create opportunities to meet good men. 

During 4 pre-recorded webinars like this one, 

a. I will tell you how to choose the very best site for YOU. 

a. I will tell you all the ways to approach this process so it 

doesn’t exhaust you or disappoint you.  
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b. You will learn to create a profile that speaks to the good 

guys and turns off the losers and leavers. 

c. I show you the kinds of photos that will make you stand 

out and which may be inadvertently turning men off. 

d. You’ll learn how to deal with your “baggage” in a way that 

is honest but doesn’t turn him off. 

e. How do you write emails that will get his attention and 

turn into an actual date? I’ll teach you. 

f. You’ll learn how to find out what you want to know about 

him asap without sounding like an interrogator. 

g. I answer the questions about how to spot scammers and 

creeps. 

h. You will learn how to become the picker….not the 

pickee….in a classy grownup way. 

 

During the second half of the program You will Learn to Date in a 

Way that Leads you to Love. That includes: 

▪ Feeling safer and more relaxed with men… 
▪  Knowing and loving yourself even more  
▪ Having greater respect and compassion for men once you know our 

differences and understand they live to make you happy. 
▪ You’ll stop wasting time on the “shiny” but wrong guys and 

stop missing the good guys by making deeper and meaningful 
connections on the very first date. 

▪ Easily attracting the right men by simply being yourself using my 
Simple Secret Weapon.  

▪ Get something positive out of every single date and never waste 
your time again  

▪ Be in control of your dating life just like the rest of your life!! 
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Your investment for this program is $497 . And when you enroll I give 

you the option of breaking it up into two payments of $279 

(SAY URL) 

Again, you’ll be with me for nine weeks – right up until the holidays - 

learning and doing the same things that I and so many of my clients 

have done that resulted in us meeting our wonderful men.  

You will be able to get some focused coaching by asking about your 

personal situation during the live Q&A  sessions AND – what I hear 

from the women who take my course -- you'll get the incredible 

benefit of hearing from OTHER women. You'll learn very quickly that 

you're not alone. And they will share many of your challenges.  

So, yes, there is an investment here. Most great things in life do 

require an investment of time and resources.  My private clients pay 

thousands of dollars to get my training and support. But I wanted to 

make this available to as many women as possible.  

And listen, I’m going to make it more than worth your while by adding 

several other bonuses that will support and compliment all you are 

learning. I don’t have time tonight to give you the whole list of 

freebies. Let me just tell you about one of the juiciest ones:  
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My What’s Wrong With Men? 40 minute multi-media presentation. 

You will learn the skills and scripts you need to take the guesswork 

out of getting men to hear and understand you.  

The details of this and all the other bonuses are on the program page 

(SAY URL) 

Questions? 

GUARANTEE I am also guaranteeing you will be happy with this 

program. I call it my Love it or Leave it Guarantee. If you don’t feel 

that the Master Class has helped you date in a more confident, 

competent way….just tell my staff within 30 days of completing the 

course and you will get your money back. And we will still be friends.  

And if that is all not enough to get you clicking right now, I’m going to 

up the ante for anyone who signs up within the next hour. GGNO is 

my monthly coaching broadcast where I give grownup, real-

life advice, support and community to my GGNO members. Even 

though I get lots of women asking me, I’ve never made archived 

sessions available-until now. If you sign up for Master Class within 

the next hour you are going to get 5 hours of coaching on topics such 

as:  

Once you are dating someone you really like How you can Keep Him 
showing Up and Stepping Up,  

12 Ways you are avoiding falling in love (that one gets deep),  

and how to tell him the Not so Great Stuff about your life in a way that 
won’t have him running for the hills. 
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(Don't forget to say URL) 

I get emails all the time asking for private and group coaching 

sessions. Again, I’m not accepting any more private clients through at 

least the end of the year, so if you want this information and to 

jumpstart your love life before the holidays set in, here is your 

chance.……….. 

ALL ENROLLMENT ENDS September 18th!  

 

Thank you so much for being here tonight. I look forward to 

supporting you further. Be good to yourself! J 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 


